True Prevalence and Spatial Distribution of Equine Infectious Anemia Virus (EIAV) in Horses from Northeast Region of Brazil
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ABSTRACT

Background: Equine infectious anemia (EIA) is a viral infection, caused by a lentivirus of the Retroviridae family, Orthoretrovirinae subfamily and its occurrence generates significant economic losses due to culling of positive animals as a measure of infection control. The objective of this work was to determine the prevalence of horses positive for equine infectious anemia virus (EIAV) and to identify the occurrence of areas with higher densities of cases in the states of Paraíba (PB), Pernambuco (PE), Rio Grande do Norte (RN) and Ceará (CE), Northeast region of Brazil, during the rainy (May and June) and dry (October and November) periods of 2017 and 2018.

Materials, Methods & Results: Serum samples from 6,566 horses from the states of PB, PE, RN and CE, Brazil, provided by the Laboratório Veterinária Diagnóstico - Ltda., were used. Serological diagnosis of EIA was performed using indirect enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) as a screening test and agar gel immunodiffusion test (AGID) as a confirmatory test. The apparent prevalence was obtained by dividing the number of seroreactive animals by the total number of animals, while the true prevalence was estimated by adjusting the apparent prevalence, considering the sensitivity (100%) and specificity (98.6%) of the diagnostic protocol used. For the construction of Kernel estimates, the Quartic function was used. In the dry season, of the 1,564 animals sampled, 28 were serologically positive, of which 19 belonged to the state of Ceará, 7 to Paraíba and 2 to Rio Grande do Norte. In 2018, it was observed that, during the rainy season, 26 of the 1,635 horses were seroreactive, with 19 cases resulting from Ceará, 4 from Paraíba and 3 from Pernambuco. In the dry season, 32 of the 1,526 animals were seroreactive to EIAV, of which 26 were from Ceará, 3 from Paraíba, 1 from Rio Grande do Norte and 2 from Pernambuco. In the dry period of 2017, the CE had a real prevalence of 1.22% (95% CI = 0.05 - 2.99%). In 2018, during the rainy season, prevalences of 0.03% (95% CI = 0 - 1.18%) were identified in CE and 1.69% (95% CI = 0 - 8.38%) in PE. Regarding the 2018 dry period, a prevalence of 1.32% (95% CI = 0.26 - 2.84%) was found in the state of CE. In both dry and rainy periods of 2017, the presence of spatial clusters of animals positive for EIA was observed, mainly in the border areas among the states of CE, PE, PB and RN. In 2018, there was a variation in the distribution of areas with higher densities of cases between the rainy and dry periods.

Discussion: The state of CE had the highest prevalence of positive animals and the presence of areas with higher densities of EIA cases in both climatic periods, in the years 2017 and 2018. In some municipalities of the CE, important sporting events of agglomeration of animals take place, which can favor the transmission of EIAV by facilitating the contact of infected and susceptible animals. Population density may be a factor associated with the higher prevalence observed in this region, as it has the second largest herd among the states studied. Higher densities indirectly contribute to the occurrence of infectious diseases, as they favor the contact of infected and susceptible animals. The occurrence of higher densities of cases in the border areas of the states of PE, RN, CE, and PB may be related to the greater movement of animals in these regions, favoring the indirect contact of infected horses with susceptible ones. The observed results demonstrate the circulation of the EIAV in four states in the Northeast region of Brazil.
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INTRODUCTION

Equine infectious anemia (EIA) is a viral infection caused by a lentivirus of the Retroviridae family and Orthoretrovirinae subfamily [10]. Similar to other retroviruses, the EIA virus (EIAV) performs reverse transcription by the reverse transcriptase enzyme (RT), producing proviral DNA, which is integrated into the host cell DNA [7,11], allowing the occurrence of persistently infected animals.

The prevalence of EIAV has already been described in some Brazilian states through seroprevalence studies, in which variable viral circulation data were obtained, from 0.44% in Minas Gerais [1] to 17.2% in the state of Mato Grosso [2].

EIAV infection belongs to one of the eleven notifiable diseases specific to horses listed by the World Organization for Animal Health (OIE), and its occurrence generates significant economic losses, since according to Normative Instruction No. 45 of the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Supplies (MAPA) in Brazil, positive animals should be culled as a measure of infection control [12].

The effective Brazilian herd has approximately 5.9 million horses, of which more than 1.3 million belong to the Northeast region [9], where the activity has economic, sporting and cultural values, however there is no comprehensive work on the circulation of the EIAV in this region. Thus, the objective of this study was to determine the prevalence of animals positive for EIAV and to identify the occurrence of areas with higher densities of cases of infection in the states of Paraíba (PB), Pernambuco (PE), Rio Grande do Norte (RN) and Ceará (CE) in Northeast region of Brazil, during the rainy (May and June) and dry (October and November) periods of 2017 and 2018.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study area and sampling

The samples of this study were collected in the states of Paraíba (7°14'23.86"S; 36°46'55.02"W), Pernambuco (8°48'49.39"S; 36°57'14.79"W), Rio Grande do Norte (5°24'9.29"S; 36°57'14.79"W) and Ceará (5°29'54.06"S; 39°19'9.95"W), located in the Northeast region of Brazil (Figures 1 and 2), characterized by having a semiarid climate, irregular rainy season and high temperatures [16]. The effective herd of horses in each state is 62,305 in Paraíba, 125,968 in Pernambuco, 67,444 in Rio Grande do Norte and 121,110 in Ceará [9].

All samples were provided by the Laboratório Veterinária Diagnóstico - Ltda., located in the municipality of Catolé do Rocha, PB. The laboratory is accredited by MAPA, through SDA Ordinance No. 120, of July 9, 2014, to carry out diagnostic tests for EIA and glanders. In order to assess the prevalence of EIAV-positive animals according to the climatic season, data were collected from the rainy season (May and June) and the dry season (October and November), from the years 2017 and 2018 [8]. In total, 6,566 samples were used, with 1,841 in the rainy season of 2017 and 1,635 in the dry season of the same year; the number of samples used in the rainy and dry seasons in 2018 was 1,564 and 1,526, respectively (Table 1).
Serological diagnosis

The serological diagnosis of EIA was performed at Laboratório Veterinária Diagnóstico - Ltda., using the indirect enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) as a screening test and agar gel immunodiffusion test (AGID) as a confirmatory test, following the recommendations of the manufacturers of commercial kits. Both tests are deemed official for the detection of EIAV antibodies, according to the National Equine Health Program (PNSE) [5].

Data analysis

Apparent and true prevalences were calculated according to Noordhuizen et al. [13]. Apparent prevalence was obtained by dividing the number of seroreactive animals by the total number of animals, while true prevalence was estimated by adjusting the apparent prevalence considering sensitivity (100%) and specificity (98.6%) of the diagnostic protocol used [14] according to this formula:

$$RP = \frac{(AP + ESP - 1)}{(SEN + ESP - 1)}$$

Where,

TP = true prevalence
AP = apparent prevalence
ESP = specificity
SEN = sensitivity

Determination of case densities

The maps were made from a database prepared in Excel spreadsheets, with subsequent spatialization in the QGIS vs 3.10 (LTR) software, forming point shapfile files for the construction of Kernel density maps for the occurrence of positive cases within the municipalities. All data were georeferenced with Universal Transverse Mercator coordinates - UTM and Datum Sirgas2000.

For the construction of Kernel estimates, the Quartic function was used, which represents events within a region of influence, estimating them by the distance of each one to a location of interest [6]. For the Kernel estimation, a radius of 50 km was adopted between the positive cases within each municipality.

### Table 1. Seroprevalence of EIA in 6,566 horses from the states of PB, CE, RN and PE, in the rainy (May and June) and dry, (October and November) seasons of 2017 and 2018.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>States</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rainy season</td>
<td>Dry season</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tested Positive Prevalence (%)</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB</td>
<td>639</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE</td>
<td>782</td>
<td>0.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RN</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,841</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


RESULTS

Figures 1 and 2 show the spatial distribution of the investigated municipalities. In 2017, 207 municipalities were evaluated in the dry season and 207 in the rainy season, and in 2018, 197 and 181 municipalities, respectively. During the 2017 rainy season, 22 of the 1,841 animals tested were positive for EIAV (12 from Ceará, 8 from Paraíba and 2 from Rio Grande do Norte). In the dry season, of the 1,564 animals sampled, 28 were positive, of which 19 belonged to the state of Ceará, 7 to Paraíba and 2 to Rio Grande do Norte. There was no positive result in the state of Pernambuco in 2017. In 2018, 26 of the 1,635 horses were seroreactive, being 19 in Ceará, 4 in Paraíba and 3 in Pernambuco, with no positive cases in the state of Rio Grande do Norte. In the dry season, 32 of the 1,526 animals were seroreactive, of which 26 were from Ceará, 3 from Paraíba, 2 from Pernambuco and 1 from Rio Grande do Norte (Table 1).

Considering the sensitivity (100%) and specificity (98.6%) of the diagnostic protocol used [14], true prevalences for each state were determined (Table 1). The highest prevalences were 1.22% (95% CI = 0.05 - 2.99%) in the 2017 dry period, and 1.32% (95% CI = 0.26 - 2.84%) in the 2018 dry period, both for CE.

Figures 3 and 4 show the densities of EIA cases in the dry and rainy periods of 2017 and 2018, respectively, in which the lowest density of cases (1) is visualized in blue and the highest (4) in red.

In both the dry and rainy periods of 2017, the presence of clusters of animals positive for EIA was observed, mainly in the border areas among the states of CE, PE, PB and RN. The highest densities of cases were located in the intermediate regions of Quixadá (dry period), Iguatu and Juazeiro do Norte, state of CE, and in the intermediate region of Patos, state of PB. There were also clusters in the intermediate regions of João Pessoa in PB, Fortaleza in CE and Mossoró (rainy season) in RN.

Regarding the 2018 data, there was variation in the distribution of case densities between the rainy and dry periods. In the rainy season, the EIAV cases belong to the intermediate regions of Petrolina, in the state of PE, to Sousa-Cajazeiras and Patos, in the state of PB, and to the regions of Caicó and Mossoró, in the state of RN. The state of CE has the largest number of clusters of cases in the rainy season, distributed in the intermediate regions of Juazeiro do Norte, Iguatu, Crateús, Fortaleza and Quixadá, the latter being the one with the highest density of cases. In the dry period, two denser areas are evidenced, one in the border areas of the states of PE, PB, RN and CE and the other in the regions of Sobral and Fortaleza in the state of CE, in which there was a higher density of EIA cases.

DISCUSSION

A representative number of animals from the 4 sampled states was used, however, the absence of more than one laboratory as a data source was a limiting factor in the sampling design, with areas from which no data were obtained. However, the use of a serum bank is important in epidemiological characterization studies [15], as it allows the identification of circulating infections in the herd, as well as their periodicity, in addition to the evaluation of economic losses related to it.
To calculate the true prevalence, the sensitivity and specificity values of the diagnostic test used are taken into account, as well as the apparent prevalence, so that the proportions of false-positive and false-negative results can be quantified. In most sample groups, the real prevalence was 0, a reflection of possible false-positives. However, the 95% CI allows for a better assessment of the true prevalence, since it determines the variation of the value found, for example, the true prevalence of the 2017 dry period in the state of Paraíba was equal to zero, however the 95% CI was from 0 - 0.39, indicating a possible variation in prevalence between these values.

Among the 4 states studied, the CE had the highest prevalence of positive animals (Table 1) and the highest densities of EIA cases in both climatic periods, in 2017 and 2018. In some municipalities in the state of Ceará, such as Jaguaribe, Brejo Santo, Juazeiro do Norte, Mauriti, Milagres and Aurora, there are important sporting events of agglomeration of animals coming from several regions of the state and neighboring states. Such events must respect prophylactic measures for infections [4], such as the mandatory negative test for EIA. The carrying out of clandestine agricultural activities is frequent and because there is no inspection of these events, they are carried out without respecting the established sanitary measures, thus favoring the transmission of the EIAV.

Population density may be a factor associated with the higher prevalence observed in the state of CE, since it has the second largest herd among the states used in this study [9]. Higher densities indirectly contribute to the occurrence of infectious diseases, as they favor the contact of infected and susceptible animals, and it has been identified as a risk factor for other diseases [3]. In addition, until the end of 2019, in the state of Ceará no surveillance cares was carry out in areas of EIAV outbreaks, such as blood collection from all equines on the property, which may have contributed to the maintenance of viral circulation in this region.

The occurrence of higher densities in the border areas of the states of PE, RN, CE, and PB may be related to the greater movement of animals in these regions, favoring the indirect contact of infected horses with susceptible ones. Similar data was observed in a study on the epidemiological characterization of vesicular stomatitis in the state of PB, in which two spatial clusters were observed, both in state boundary areas, the first between the states of CE and PB, and the second between RN and PB [3].

**CONCLUSION**

It’s concluded that EIAV is circulating in horses from four states of Northeast region of Brazil, with the state of CE being the one with the highest prevalence of positive animals, as well as areas with higher densities of positive animals. Border regions among the states were areas with the greatest clusters of positive cases, thus it is necessary to reinforce the control of the movement of animals and preventive measures against infection in these places.
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